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Memorandum 

Department of Public Works 
 

 

TO:   Michael O. Geisel, P.E. 
   City Administrator 

 
FROM:  James A. Eckrich, P.E. 

   Public Works Dir. / City Engineer
  

DATE:  October 14, 2021  
  

RE: Burkhardt Place - Parking Restriction & Through Street  
 

 

The City of Chesterfield City Council will soon consider approval of the record plat 
containing the extension of Burkhardt Place.  As detailed in the attached 

memorandum from Senior Civil Engineer Jeff Paskiewicz, Burkhardt Place is not 

designed to allow parking.  In fact, the ordinance authorizing the West County YMCA 

included a prohibition against parking on Burkhardt Place in anticipation of the 
eventual completion of Burkhardt Place from Chesterfield Parkway to Wild Horse 

Creek Road.  That parking restriction was not codified at the time because of the 

previous dead-end configuration of Burkhardt Place.  Now that Burkhardt Place has 
been extended, it is time to formally implement the parking restriction by amending 

Schedule VII of the Traffic Code. If approved, the parking restriction will become 

effective once the Burkhardt Place extension is open to public traffic. 
 

In addition to the parking restriction, the Engineering Staff also recommends that 

Burkhardt Place be formally recognized as a Through Street.  Vehicular traffic on a 
Through Street is given preferential right of way, meaning that vehicular traffic from 

intersecting streets must yield right of way in obedience to a Stop or Yield sign when 

such signs are erected.  The designation of Burkhardt Place as a Through Street 

requires the adoption of an ordinance adding Burkhardt Place to Schedule IV of the 
Traffic Code.     

 

 
Action Recommended 

 

This matter should be forwarded to the Planning and Public Works Committee of City 
Council.  Should the PPW concur with Staff’s recommendation to prohibit parking on 

Burkhardt Place and designate Burkhardt Place as a Through Street, it should 

forward the attached ordinances to the full City Council for approval. 

 

Please forward to the PPW Committee for review and
recommendation.
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